Tool: Track4Win

- Takes snapshots of remote PC screens on a scheduled basis
- Total control over networked computers. An administrator can start or terminate remote processes, run commands, copy files from remote systems, turn off or restart remote systems, and log the current user off.
- Deploys the client part of the software remotely from the administrator’s PC to all computers on the network
- Automatically downloads and exports log files from all computers on a scheduled basis
- Provides HTML, Excel, and CSV support to export data and reports
- Monitors multiple employee computers simultaneously from a single workstation
- Runs completely invisibly

Tool: Spector CNE

Spector CNE provides an organization with a complete record of employee PC and Internet activity. Spector CNE collects information about every e-mail sent and received, every chat conversation and instant message, every Web site visited, every keystroke typed, and every application launched. It also provides detailed pictures of PC activity via periodic screen snapshots.

The following are some of the features of Spector CNE:
- It allows an administrator to monitor and conduct investigations on employees suspected of inappropriate activity.
- It increases employee productivity by reducing frivolous and inappropriate activity.
- It monitors and eliminates leaking of confidential information.
- It monitors and recovers lost crucial communications (e-mails, chats, and instant messages).
- It assists help desk staff with PC recovery.
- It meets or exceeds federal, industry, and agency compliance requirements for keeping records of company communications and transactions.
- It monitors ongoing employee performance and PC proficiency.
- It obtains proof to support accusations of wrongdoing.
- It reduces security breaches.
- It detects the use of organization resources to engage in illegal or unethical activities.
- It limits legal liability (including sexual and racial harassment).
- It enforces PC and Internet acceptable-use policies.

Tool: Track4Win

Track4Win monitors all computer activities and Internet use. With powerful network support, it can easily collect application running times (Figure 8-2), track Internet use information through the network, log this information in a database, analyze the information, and produce reports.

The following are some of the features of Track4Win:
- Employee’s current status monitoring
- Multiuser and real-time monitoring
- URL/Web site address capture and Web content tracking
- Invisibility in Windows Task Manager

The following are the technical features of Track4Win:
- Data storage in Microsoft Access database format
- Microsoft SQL Server upgradeable
- Supports Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL, Oracle, and ODBC database connections